How to use the software or Robot (and when) - 3 rules
(If you don’t follow this rule you will fail…)
Dear friends,
If you want the software to be profitable for you – you have to
follow all the trading rules. If you don’t follow even one of the rules below – I
can not guarantee to you a good winning ratio. I agree and understand that it is
not easy to be a disciplined trader and always follow the rules – but we have to
do it. Otherwise you will not be able to make a consistent profit with any
buy/sell software or indicator:
Rule #1

Try to use the indicator ONLY during the London or US sessions (starting 1-2
hours before the opening is fine) It is risky to use the signals (not only this one
but all others as well!) on a weak/slow market – outside recommended London
or US sessions. Any buy/sell software may not work properly in a weak market,
this has been proven many times…
Sometimes You are lucky and the market is strong and trending outside the
U.K. and U.S market, but sometimes market can be very ranging outside
recommended trading hours especially on a small timeframe like M5 (sample
below).Once again I recommend to use the signals only on U.K. and U.S. sessions.
Ranging market outside recommended trading hours sample:
Rule#2 (Very Important)

Make sure to watch a news calendar and stay
away from trading before and after news releases. 90% of false signals are
generated because of unexpected price moves on a news release.
bloomberg.com/markets/economic-calendar/
Rule#3

Use the software buy or sell signals only on
a clear strong trend:
- Identify a current trend. (Remember? The trend is your friend?)
- Ignore all signals against a current trend!
Example:
Trend is up – but you get a “sell” signal ( ignore it!)
Wait for a “buy” signal to enter.
Do not trade on a side (sideways trend) – ignore all signals.
Use Sideways market Software or Robot in Sideways market.
This rule is extremely important – MUST follow rule.

If you don’t follow this rule you will fail…
Happy Trading!!!!!!!!!

